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The Death of the American Constitution
Source: The Hill, By Grady Means, opinion contributor - May 20, 2020
Contributed By Franklin Motte - Moreno Valley CA
During the past couple of weeks,
Americans have seen unprecedented
authoritarian behavior on the part of
many governors and local government
leaders, and the chilling possibility that
the Obama White House intentionally
weaponized the National Security
Agency, FBI, CIA, IRS and other federal agencies to attack domestic political opponents.

Many Americans and legal scholars
have been screaming that all of this is
unconstitutional and plainly illegal. Regrettably, what they all have missed is
that, for the past 50 years, America has
had a covert "Constitutional Convention" under way, which has dismissed
much of the Bill of Rights and radically
restructured American rules of governance and the criminal justice system.

"living Constitution," he really meant In essence, a "New Constitution," with a
the dead U.S. Constitution.
vast set of new "rights," has resulted.
In his book, "The Age of Entitlement," The problem is that new "rights" for
Christopher Caldwell makes clear that everyone leads to no sustained rights
the period since 1964, what I've called for anyone. It is worth noting that many
the "Constitutional Convention," began authoritarian countries have framewith the civil rights laws and expanded works similar to the American Bill of
Rights - they simply don't enforce
welfare programs of the 1960s.
them. "Legal activism" puts America on
Those programs were designed to right
that track.
historical American wrongs to African
Americans and create huge social jus- Today, the flood of "rights cases," comtice programs that have cost trillions of bined with a tidal wave of unconstitudollars to bring tens of millions of tional behavior by government officials
Americans out of poverty and into the and some in the tech community, overmainstream of American life. But they whelms the judicial system. This allows
also unleashed a constitutional virus "justice" to become more arbitrary (and
that wreaked havoc across America for "illegal") and prevents the federal courts
and Supreme Court from sorting out
50 years.
the chaos.
By creating loosely defined views of
"fairness," "equality" and "human rights," The result is authoritarian and dictathey opened a Pandora's box. The torial behavior by the government and
emergence of identity politics has frag- legal systems. The associated result is
mented America, creating new "rights," that all Americans lose. It edges toward
grievances and demands for endless anarchy. Many Americans are slowly
"communities" in the country. It has awakening to something new and
built stronger alliances among "identity" alarming. The military, who've fought
segments, rather than unifying the for freedom, must despair.

We have become a Nation of Men
(and Women), rather than the Constitution's Nation of Laws. When President Obama repeatedly referenced the

country as a whole, made identity rights
paramount and made the rights of
American citizens, as a whole, secondary.

At the same time, the government and
the tech community have made huge
strides in expanding the surveillance
state, often termed fascism. The concepts of democracy, personal privacy
and property rights are rapidly becoming quaint concepts from a bygone era.

African Americans are among the
prominent losers under the New Constitution. For example, conferring a
wide swath of "rights" and benefits on

illegal immigrants, who are, in fact, illegally here, takes away the hard-earned
jobs and rights of all Americans, but
especially African Americans. Hispanic
American citizens and women are other prominent victims.
All of this increases income inequality
since it destroys the gains made by
these groups before the coronavirus
pandemic, with real hope and change
coming through the lowest unemployment rates for them in history.
Unions also are prominent victims. For
example, the arrival of immigrant
health care workers - many replacing
doctors and nurses furloughed under
states' ban on elective procedures during the pandemic - will transform
health care.
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The Psychology of Turkeys
This section is dedicated to the insane actions, decisions and policies made by our would be leaders.
My View By Ernie C. Salgado Jr.,

Pelosi-Care’s 1,800 Page $3-Trillion
Blue State Bailout DOA In Senate

QUALIFIED IMMUNITY

Ninth Circuit Court Rules Police Can
Steal Your Stuff And Not Be Charged!

Source: Riverside Press-Enterprise - May 17, 2020 * By By Patrick Jaicomo and Anya Bidwell
“Thou Shall not Steal” We all
know stealing is wrong. It’s one
of the Ten Commandment
and a moral principles observed across cultures and history.
So, you’d think police would
know too. But according to the
9th United States Circuit
Court of Appeals, you’d be
wrong. Applying a judge-made
doctrine called “qualified immunity,” the court held that
California police who stand
accused of stealing $225,000
cannot be sued because they
never were told specifically
that stealing money from people’s homes violates the Constitution.
Such an opinion is outrageous.
The nonprofit Institute for
Justice recently filed a brief
urging the U.S. Supreme
Court to weigh in and do away
with qualified immunity.
The theft case is Jessop v. City
of Fresno. It involves two business partners, Micah Jessop
and Brittan Ashjian, who operated and serviced ATMs. Suspecting that the men were op-

erating an illegal gambling business, Fresno police searched
their homes and other property. They did not discover any
criminal activity, and neither
man was charged with a crime.

they remain untouchable. In
other words, the doctrine became what the Supreme Court
promised it would not: a license for officials to break the
law. It’s time to end the imBut after the police left, Micah munity.
and Brittan discovered criminal Qualified immunity now proactivity by the officers. They tects even those government
had taken more than $200,000 officials who intentionally
in rare coins and cash, includ- break the law.
ing currency kept on hand to Among many other examples
restock ATMs.
in 2019 alone, courts around
Micah and Brittan filed a lawsuit, arguing that police had
violated the Fourth Amendment by stealing their money.
But the trial court held that
police were immune from liability. And the Ninth Circuit
agreed, holding that even if
stealing money from a person’s home violates the Constitution — an issue the court declined to decide — qualified
immunity shields the officers
from accountability.

the country permitted police to
blow up an innocent woman’s
house, shoot a 10-year-old
child while trying to kill a nonthreatening family dog and
dump a mentally infirm man
along the highway at dusk,
where he was hit and killed by
a car.
After almost 40-years of abuse,
the Supreme Court should revisit the issue with the Jessop
case along with the other 12 up
for consideration.

Created by the U.S. Supreme Courts should uphold the ConCourt in 1982, qualified im- stitution, not create ways for
munity was a drastic departure. government officials to get
Thanks to qualified immunity, around it.

Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe
Battle South Dakota Governor
In the escalating conflict between the
Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe and
South Dakota Governor, Kristi Noem over the tribal coronavirus checkpoints on major highways crossing
the 4,270-square-mile Cheyenne River Indian Reservation.

Here is the irony, the Governor. as a
Republican supports President
Trumps policies of protecting the
sovereign borders of the United
States of America but does not honor
the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe sovereign right to protect its borders.

Governor Noem a Republican, has
threatened to file legal action against
the tribe to remove the coronavirus
check points.

And in contrast the Tribe claims their
sovereign rights to protect their borders yet they do not support the United States of America’s sovereign
The Tribal Chairman, Harold Fra- rights to protect its borders as chamzier has made it clear that he believes pioned by President Trumps.
the“...tribe’s sovereignty allows it to They both appear to be supporting
have The checkpoints are essential to the same concept but are still at odds.
protecting the health of the people on Maybe it has nothing to do with sovthe reservation.” Which is supported ereignty and its all about political
by the Constitution and Treaty power and control.
Rights.

The Department of Justice
(DOJ) formally sought to
drop the case against him in
early May 2020 over new
evidence that show he was
entrapped by FBI agents.

cutor and judge, said that the
decision shows that Sullivan
either doesn’t understand
the law, or is too politically
compromised to care about
justice.

Homan said. Homan led ICE
early on in the Trump administration.
The Act also provides a trillion dollars for Democratic
States to help bail them out
from their financial mismanagement.
The bill also forbids federal
grant money from being withheld from sanctuary cities, and
it calls on ICE to release detainees who do not pose a

“She wants to use U.S. citi- “threat to public safety or na-

zens’ taxpayer money to pay tional security.”
illegal aliens … They commit-

Facts or Fiction?
According to the current U.S.
statistics of the 2020 death
rate as of April 30, 2020 is 6%
lower the past 2-years.

Not to minimize the seriousness of the coronavirus it raises a host of questions. The
first being: Was the shut down
of the Nations economy really
necessary? And the second
question is; Why the $34,000
coronavirus death bonus?

It as also appears the leading
cause of death is the coronavirus. Which may very well be The statistics also show a detrue.
cline in all other causes of
But given the financial incen- death which again is undertive of $34,000 for the hospi- standable given the amount of
tals to claim the coronavirus as money involved. After all
the primary cause of death is a business is business and politic is bording on criminal.
no-brainer.

ID to Eat But Not to Vote:
Governor Orders Restaurants
to Track Dine-In Customers.
Source:

* May 15. 2020

Washington Governor Jay Inslee has While we understand the desire to keep
ordered restaurants to track every dine- people safe, our leaders must also unin customer if they want to reopen.
derstand that we have inaliable rights as
According to the order, restaurants must well as rights protected by the Constitudemand that customers show their IDs tion.
and then keep a log of everyone who But many critics worry that this level of
eats there.
tracking sets a dangerous precedent.
This is Inslee's attempt to make contact There are legitimate constitutional contracing easier if a breakout happens…
cerns about the government's ability to
and record where and when people eat. track
Restaurants are required to keep their
logs for 30 days, which include the customer's phone number, email address,
and date and time they came to eat.

At the end of the day, we all have personal responsibility and have the freedom to make the decisions that are best
for ourselves and our families.

Asking the question is absurd!

Flynn of treason, Pirro said
that the judge is clearly biased.
Oddly, Gleeson once wrote
that it would be an “abuse of
discretion” for a judge to
refuse a prosecutor’s suggestion to drop a case, the New
York Post noted, he seems
to have changed his mind
this time around.

Sullivan’s decision was made
more troubling by evidence
that the former judge appointed to review the case,
John Gleeson, is prejudiced
against Flynn.
Pirro is right: This is perseGleeson wrote a Washington cution, not justice, and SulliPost article arguing that the van is way out of line. How
motion to drop the Flynn could something like this
case “reeks” of political mal- happen in the United States?
feasance.

Judge Emmet Sullivan instead appointed an apparently biased outsider to review
the case and consider perjury charges against Flynn.
Pointing to a tirade that SulliPirro, who is a former prose- van gave in 2018 accusing

Particularly on immigration
issues, the legislation would
make many illegal aliens eligible for $1,200 relief checks,
along with a number of antienfo rc em ent m eas ur es .
Which is only a distraction
from the more costly proposed expenditure.

ted a crime and entered this
country illegally, they are in
violation of law for working in
this country illegally,” Tom

Washington State

Judge Jeanine Pirro;
“This is a political hack job”
Retired Army General Michael Flynn, and former National Security advise to the
President, pleaded guilty in
late 2017 to lying to FBI investigators about his contacts
with a Russian ambassador.

Pelosi introduced the Socialist
Democrat 1,800 page HEROES Act on Tuesday, a $3
trillion spending bill that includes so many progressive
measures that the Republican
leaders have deemed it deadon-arrival in the Senate.

MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to expand the knowledge of
the American Indian Tribal issues with the
World Community with a wide range of information and views that may help to better understand the political challenges the
American Indians face and the ever changing world in which we live.
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Black Racist & Hate Monger Chris
Rock wants white kids to be shot.
Source: Truth Uncensored - By Dorsano - May 16, 2020 * Contributed By Andrea Marquez, Soboba Tribe CA
Black racist Chris Rock in a
resent anti-white tirade said he To watch a black comedian with a net
wants white kids to be shot. worth of $70 million in a country with a
The highly paid comedian’s
majority white population whine about his
twisted logic is that “real equality” would include “white moth- victimhood is just pathetic.
ers” crying about their dead
children on TV.
people are fatally shot by po- the specific cases more closely,
including this Harvard study,
“I wanna live in a world with lice than black people.
real equality. I want to live in a A 2015 Washington Post study found that in similar situations,
world where an equal amount found that 49% of those fatally there is no significant racial
of white kids are shot every shot by police were white, disparity in fatal police shootings.
month.” He said. “I wanna see while 24% were black.

white mothers on TV, crying,
standing next to Al Sharpton,
talkin’ about, ‘We need justice
for Chad.”
“Whenever a cop guns down
an innocent black man,” said
the 53-year-old later in the routine, they call the cop a “bad
apple. … Bad apple: that’s a
lovely name for murderer.”

The fact that more white people are shot than black people
is of course unsurprising because whites represent a higher
percentage of the population
than blacks (62% and 13%,

To watch a black comedian
with a net worth of $70 million in a country with a majority white population whine
about his victimhood is just
pathetic.

respectively).

And for anyone who thinks it’s
okay for Rock to spew this
kind of hatred for whites in a
v i d eo b ec aus e h e ’s a
‘comedian,” you may not want
to watch the video because

According to that study then,
blacks are 2.5 times more likely to be fatally shot than whites.
As the federal government’s However, other studies that
data shows, far more white have drilled into the details of

there’s nothing funny about
anything he has to say:

“My dad used to say: ‘You
can’t beat white people at anything…nothing. But you can
knock ’em out.”
“In my neighborhood, there’s
like 3- 4 black people in my
neighborhood in Alpine. It’s
me, Gary Sheffield, Mary Jane
Blige, Patrick Ewing.” Hall of
Famer, Hall of Famer, greatest
R & B singer of our time.”
“Who lives next to me?
What’s the white man next to
me? He’s a dentist. He didn’t
invent anything, he’s just a dentist. That’s what America is.”

Judicial Watch, a conservative
legal firm, filed a temporary
restraining order against Newsom to keep him from spending about $75 million of state
taxpayer funds on direct cash
benefits to illegal aliens, the
firm announced on Tuesday.
“Judicial Watch’s California

Tom Fitton said in a state- The relief program is intended
ment.
for illegal aliens living in the
“The governor has no legal state who don’t qualify for the
authority on his own to spend stimulus package Congress
state taxpayer money for cash passed in March. Recipients
payments to illegal aliens, and can receive a one-time cash
coronavirus doesn’t give him benefit of up to $500 and
or any other politician a pass to households can receive up to
$1,000 to deal with the ecoviolate the law.” He added.
nomic downturn caused by the
In April 2020, Newsom anCOVID-19 pandemic.
nounced that his administration would distribute $125 mil- Newsom’s administration anlion in coronavirus-related as- ticipates to dole out cash to
sistance funds to illegal aliens. roughly 150,000 illegal alien
This disaster relief assistance adults. Newsom, when anprogram is a public-private nouncing the program, said
partnership initiative, with Cali- 10% of California’s workforce
fornia taxpayers ponying up is undocumented.

taxpayer clients asked for a
temporary restraining order
because Governor Newsom
plans to rush plainly illegal $75 million and another $50 Remember, the government is
direct cash payments, using million covered by philan- supposed to work for us and
taxpayer dollars, to illegal al- thropic donations.
represent us... not control us!
iens.” Judicial Watch President

Bucky Harjo Shared a Memory
Source: Shayne’s Journal #4579 May 15, 2020
I am very glad I am not of today's generation as they do not
have a true feeling of reality but
a digital emotional reality. They
are not going to remember how
it felt deep within to standing
someplace so rich and full of
energy and beauty.
I can remember the feel of how
it is to be standing in some of
the most beautiful places in my
youth. I can still see it with eyes
wide open or when I dream.
Nowadays it is about the selﬁe
and posting 24/7.
Not many get out to see this
beauty. For me, when I hike I
feel a connection to the universe, mother earth, to life.
When I hike or walk, I feel life,
breath life hear life, smell the
life, taste life. Remembering
how it feels to be cradled in the
arms of your mother, is what it
feels like remembering days and
places, not scrolling back at digital photos for memories.

the wind will mess up their style,
of the wetness of the rain, that is
a BLESSING. Tomorrow there
will be emotional bond with the
real world, just digital memories. Know what I am saying?
I don't mean driving to a beautiful point, parking the car and
walk a few feet, I mean getting
out there, I become part of the
earth wherever I hike, I smell
like sage, plants, and dirt, and
river if there is one, cuts and
bruises and soreness, but it's all
good. I may take a few
(hundred) photos, but when I'm
not, I am ﬁlling my heart soul
and spirit whit the beauty that is
all around me, because

I might have tripped and rolled
down the mountain! Haha a
little joke there. I love life and
thankful to have lived the life I
have lived, when I need a little
spirit lift I have those memories
to feel upon, not a digital
memory. Thank you for your
People don't like the feel of the time
wind thru their hair, fearing how

Maybe, just maybe, if you took
off your racist goggles for 5
minutes, you might see that
blacks don’t have the market
on victimhood.
Waiting for the outcry from
the Socialist Democrat or the
mainstream media. Not a peep
from any of them.
Sure sounds like hate speech.
But I guess only white people
are racist.
This wrong on so many levels
and because he’s a black Socialist Democrat he is free to
promote racism and hate with
impunity.

(So, going to college and becoming a successful dentist is
something that was ‘given’ to
him?) Tell the third generation
white coal miner about his November 3, 2020 we have an
‘white privilege’ Chris.
opportunity to stop this BS!
Tell the white single mom flip-

CA Gov. Gavin Newsom Sued
for Giving $75 Million to Illegals
A lawsuit seeks to stop Democratic California Gov. Gavin
Newsom from doling out
roughly $75 million in taxpayer
funds to foreign nationals living
unlawfully in the country.

ping burgers by day and cleaning hotel rooms by night about
her “white privilege” Chris.

ARE WE A CONSTITUTIONAL
REPUBLIC OR NOT?

“Time to stand up and be counted.”
By Danney Edward Ball - May 18, 2020 * Hemet CA
The unelected government
officials are being allowed to
make rules, regulations while
the taxpayers work, (or used
to). This is the “deep state” if
you will. For many decades
“we the people” have been
trusting and complacent and
have let this creep into our
schools and government.
No matter what, in the long
run, government produces
nothing that it doesn’t take
from the taxpayer. The debt
lies on the back of the (legal)
working US Citizen.
Interesting that Senators, Congressmen, Governors, Supervisors, Councilman, Mayors and
almost all government workers
declared themselves
“essential” and continue to
receive their salaries, medical

and retirement while declaring
their subjects (US Taxpayers)
nonessential!
Can we ever dig out from this
additional $4-6 trillion debt?
How many individuals and
small businesses do we want to
be devastated? How high do
you want your taxes to go?
I am a conservative, I back
whoever is Our President, I
want the US to win this battle,
I want our free markets to succeed, and I want the most generous country on earth to get
healthy again. The undermining of this President is historic
and it is created by the hate
inside the Democratic Party
and deep state. To them we
are nothing more than a pawn
being used by the press and
liberal leaders.

BOMBSHELL: FBI Agent Peter Strzok Was Friends
with Judge Presiding Over Michael Flynn Case
Source: Truth Uncensored - By Dorsano - May 13, 2020

The Democrats have been talking about collusion for over a
year and insisting that it exists,
and it does, but not with President Trump or his campaign,
and they know it, they just won’t
acknowledge it. Nor will the
mainstream media who are coconspirators in keeping the fake
news Russia conspiracy swirling
around the president. They are
desperate for any distraction
from the truth and that can be
proven simply by watching CNN
for a short time.
Point in case, you will not hear
about the new text messages discovered by congressional investigators between the two FBI lovebirds who were colluding against

President Trump since the presi- According to investigative jourdential election.
nalist Sara Carter, Page wrote to
The text messages revealed that Strzok on July 25, 2016, referone of the agents who worked on ring to the secret court that
the Trump-Russia investigation grants surveillance warrants
was close friends with the judge under the Foreign Intelligence
who had presided over Michael Surveillance Act: “Rudy is on
Flynn’s case before being abrupt- the FISC! Did you know that?
Just appointed two months
ly recused.
The text messages, handed
over by the Justice Department to Congress, show that
FBI Special Agent Peter
Strzok and his mistress, FBI
attorney Lisa Page, had discussed Strzok’s personal relationship with District Court
Judge Rudolph Contreras and
whether or not it would be a
conflict of interest.

ago.”

It is not clear whether Strzok’s
relationship with Contreras had
anything to do with his recusal
on the case, and some legal
experts point out that it is not
uncommon for federal prosecutors to know judges outside of
the courtroom, particularly
those serving in the same area.
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Alturas Youth, “Girls Rising” Record Hit CD
Resources for Indian Student Education, Inc. (RISE)
By Kandi Maxwell, Tsalagi - May 13, 2020
In March 2020, four young Alturas girls
released their first CD single under the
group name "Girls Rising" through Baby

Producer Jack Kohler, of On Native
Ground, was impressed with the girl’s
performance he filmed them in a feature music video.

The “Girls Rising” members are lead
singer Angela Nichole, Isabel
Figueredo, Randi Urban and Marina
Figueredo. (See Photo Right)

The Girls Rising’ song has a fresh yet
traditional message with an upbeat
sound that is widely appealing.
The CD will air on FM stations KZFR
90.1, KMVR 89.5, and KIDE 91.3, and
other Native American Public Telecommunications across the country.

The youth are singers on the drum Rising Nations and students in Resources
for Indian Student Education (RISE).
They are part of the RISE Medicine
Wheel Project and a collaborative team
who filmed a prevention documentary
on tobacco prevention that was to
premiere at State Conference in March.
The conference was cancelled due to
National health concerns.
During filming, the girls recorded a
plant song to enhance a scene about
prevention of commercial plant use.
They entitled the album Don't Abuse
The Medicine.

The young group’s music video will be
submitted to the Native American Music Association and is released to the
RISE Channel on Vimeo at https://
vimeo.com/showcase/6959884.

Photo left to right: Isabel Figueredo, Marina Figueredo, Randi Urban, Angela
Nichole. Photo by Lisa Craig.
Courtesy of Dr. April Lea Go Forth, Executive Director
Resources for Indian Student Education, Inc.
P.O. Box 1878, Alturas, CA. 96191

"4 Worms in Church"

The “Girls Rising” group will be traveling to sharing tha message of honor and
health withon the local area and to perform at the next NAMA in New York.
These young leaders serve in the community, train teams in northern California and present conference workshops.

George Soros Funds Mail-In Voting
Source: Conservative Institute *

Source: Shayne’s Journal #4579 May 15, 2020
4 worms and a lesson to be learned!
A minister decided that a visual
demonstration would add emphasis
to his Sunday sermon.
Four worms were placed into four
separate jars.
The first worm was put into a jar of
alcohol.
The second worm was put into a jar
of cigarette smoke.
The third worm was put into a jar of
chocolate syrup.
The fourth worm was put into a jar
of good clean soil.
At the conclusion of the sermon, the
Minister reported the following results:

The first worm in alcohol...Dead.
The second worm in cigarette
smoke...Dead!
The third worm in chocolate syrup...Dead! .
The fourth worm in good clean
soil...Alive?!
So the Minister asked the congregation, "So, my friends, what did you

learn from this demonstration?"
Young Maxine, sitting in the back,
quickly raised her hand and said.

"As long as you drink, smoke and
eat chocolate, you won't have
worms!"
That pretty much ended the service!

Lawsuit Claims U.S. Rep.
Ilhan Omar A Qatar Asset
A lawsuit filed in Central
Florida has triggered accusations that the government of Qatar is recruiting American politicians
to serve its interests.

tions with the emir’s
brother and Qatari officials. One of them, Canadian businessman Alan
Bender, claimed senior
Qatari officials asked him
to recruit Americans who
they could help finance
into elective office, who
in turn could serve the
political interests of Qatar.

These accusations stem
from the case of Pasco
County resident Matthew
Pittard, who levels some
strong accusations. He
worked for the brother of
the emir of Qatar, whom Bender claimed Qatari
Pittard claims was an officials said they already
abusive boss.
have one such asset, U.S.
While the litigation pro- Rep. Ilhan Omar (Dceeds in a Florida court, MN).
Pittard’s attorney, Rebec- If proven tio be true
ca Castaneda, deposed wouldn’t this be considothers who had interac- ered Treason?

The George Soros Open Society Foundations is an international far-left funding
network that was created by billionaire
currency speculator George Soros.
Among the recipients of its aid is the Center for American Progress, an organization that claims to promote “bold, progressive ideas.”

providing additional funding in the
amount of $4 billion as recommended by
noted experts for states to make all necessary upgrades to election procedures and
infrastructure in time for upcoming elections,” she wrote, according to Breitbart.
However, she also argued for maintaining
in-person voting along with same-day registration to aid those demographic groups
that “traditionally rely on in-person voting.” Examples named by Root included
African Americans and people living on
Indian reservations.

One of the group’s current ideas revolves
around expanded mail-in voting throughout the United States, something about
which Danielle Root recently wrote. According to the group’s website, Root
serves as “associate director of voting Republicans fear fraud: A concern igrights and access to justice” at the CAP.
nored by Root, however, is the wide“State officials must not delay in imple- spread suspicion that increasing the nummenting vital policies such as vote by mail ber of mail-in votes could give an adand extended early voting for upcoming vantage to Democrats by enabling voter
elections — nor must Congress delay fraud.

Trump Signs Executive Order To Cut Regulations

PERMANENTLY
Source:

May 20, 2020

President Trump just signed and Executive
Order making permanent many of the cuts
in regulations that have been made in order
to get the economy moving again.
Senior Trump administration officials told
the Daily Caller that the Regulatory Relief to Support Economic Recovery Executive Order “...is the When campaigning in 2016, President Trump
first time in living memory that a president has re- promised to cut two regulations for every one new
sponded to a national crisis by deregulating instead one he put into place.
of grabbing more power.”
If we can live without these regulations during the
The order calls for federal agencies to waive, sus- recovery, and if living without them will actually impend or eliminate red tape as the nation recovers prove the economy, then why not make the cuts permanent?
from the coronavirus pandemic.
"Regulations are going to be cut ... go to town, do it Finally, the order outlines a 10-point “Regulatory
right, do it safe," he said from the White House. The Bill of Rights” designed to give small businesses segoal is to boost the economic recovery from the curity in expanding their workforce.
coronavirus pandemic shutdowns, but Trump said Both Acting Office of Management and Budget Dihe hoped any regulations waived at this time would rector Russ Vought and Office of Information and
be gone for good.
Regulatory Affairs administrator Paul Ray praised
“Because with millions of Americans forced out of the move in statements to the Daily Caller.

work by the virus, it’s more important than ever to “Typically when our country has faced a crisis,
remove burdens that destroy American jobs,” he Washington responds by grabbing more power,”
said.
Vought explained. “President Trump understands
As of April 28, the Trump administration had put the goal is to boost the economic recovery from the
277 deregulation orders into place since he took coronavirus pandemic shutdowns.”
office, according to The Brookings Institution. And “Because with millions of Americans forced out of
the Trump administration has added 3,281 rules to work by the virus, it’s more important than ever to
the Federal Register, the fewest since records began remove burdens that destroy American jobs,” he
in the 1970s, according to the Competitive Enter- said. moving, the power needs to be given back to
prise Institute.
the people and entrepreneurs.” Trump said.
The goal is to boost the economic recovery from the
coronavirus pandemic shutdowns, but Trump said
he hoped any regulations waived at this time would
be gone for good.

As of April 28, the Trump administration had put
277 deregulation orders into place since he took
office, according to The Brookings Institution. And
the Trump administration has added 3,281 rules to
“Because with millions of Americans forced out of the Federal Register, the fewest since records began
work by the virus, it’s more important than ever to in the 1970s, according to the Competitive Enterremove burdens that destroy American jobs,” he prise Institute. “If a bureaucratic rule needs to be

suspended during a time of crisis to help the American people, we should ask ourselves if it makes
THIS is why we elected Donald John Trump and it's
sense to keep at all.”
said.

why we're going to re-elect him in November!
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“Laughter is the Best Medicine”
"America is just like an insane asylum. There is not a soul
in it will admit they are crazy." - Will Rogers, 28 April 1935
Shayne’s Journal # 4677 May 13, 2020
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